Product Information Sheet
Create perfect bows every time with the amazing Bow-it-All!

After two years in research and development, Zutter Innovative
Products and Stacy Nicholas have developed the ultimate bow crafting
tool. Using unique bow tying techniques you can create perfect bows
simply, and with picture-perfect loops and tails. Now, the full,
blossomy and uniform bows you want are at your fingertips!
Special features of the Bow-it-All:
1. Screw-in Locking Metal Pegs with Locking Wrench - The
unique screw-in metal pegs prevent pegs from moving and keep them secure when creating your bow (unlike
wooden bow makers with push-in pegs loosen and create uneven loops.)
2. Unique Double Bow Feature - The unique double bow feature lets you create perfect double bows in one easy
step.
3. “Helping Hands” Pegs – These helpful pegs let you tie a back ribbon right into your bow with ease.
4. “Helping Hand” Clip-On Ribbon Holders – These hold your ribbon securely on the pegs. They clip-on easily
and hold tight until you are ready to remove the bow.
5. Built-in Ruler – Provided in both inches and centimeters, this feature accommodates measurements for
worldwide users.
6. Non-Skid Rubber Feet - Keeps the Bow-it-All secure on your work surface.
7. Detailed Measuring Marks for Bow Sizing – These peg markings help determine the perfect bow size.
Markings include 1/4", 1/2" and 3/4" peg holes for more size options.
8. Pink Precision Scissors – Use these to cut ribbons and create perfect tails with neat precision.
9. Zippered Pink Travel and Storage Tote – Adorned with the Bow-it-All logo, carry your new favorite tool
securely and in style.
10. Ribbon Spool Holders (2) - Located on the back of the Bow-it-All, these holders keep ribbon spools in place.
The ribbon spool holders keep ribbon from rolling all over your table or onto the floor. Store up to eight rolls of
ribbon on the spool holders.
11. Ribbon Spool Peg Sleeves - To accommodate spools with larger center holes, use the ribbon spool pegs on
spools that have larger center holes to keep tension consistent with bow making.
12. Integrated Peg and Tool Storage - Stores your pegs and tools securely inside the Bow-it-All. You will never
leave your Pegs and Tools Behind.
13. Pink EVA Work Surface - Allows you to use your Bow-it-All for other creative projects like rolling and
shaping your handmade flowers and other crafty creations when a soft surface is needed.
14. Convenient Size 8" x 13" - Small enough to travel to your crafting events and great to keep on your work
station, with storage for ribbon spools.
15. Illustrated Instruction Booklet – Provided in full color, this booklet contains step-by-step instructions for
creating perfect bows. Additional projects and tutorials can be found at our website: www.BowitAll.com.
16. Lifetime Warranty
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